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Abstract
Cellmigration, a fundamentalmechanobiological process, is highly sensitive to the biochemical and
mechanical properties of the environment. Efﬁcient cellmigration is ensured by the intrinsic polarity
of the cell, which triggers a transition from an isotropic to an anisotropic conﬁguration of the acto-
mysionﬁlaments responsible for the protrusion–contractionmovement of the cell. Additionally,
polaritymay be highly inﬂuenced by the substrate rigidity, which results in a phenomenon called
durotaxis. In the present work, we propose a two-dimensional ﬁnite elementmodel able to capture
threemain features of cellmigration: durotaxis, cell polarity and anisotropy. The cell ismodelled as a
continuumable to develop cyclic active strains regulated by the polymerization and depolymerization
of the acto-myosin ﬁlaments and synchronizedwith the adhesion forces between the cell and the
substrate underneath. A generalizedMaxwellmodel is used to describe the viscoelastic behaviour of
the cell constituted by a solid anisotropic branchwith active strains (i.e. the acto-myosin ﬁlaments)
and aﬂuid viscoelastic branch (i.e. the cytoplasm). Several types of substrate have been testedwhich
are homogeneously soft or stiff or include both regions. The numerical results have been qualitatively
comparedwith experimental observations showing a good agreement and have allowed us toﬁnd the
mechanical link between durotaxis, cell polarity and anisotropy.
1. Introduction
Cell migration plays a fundamental role during several
biological phenomena and it is sensitive to both the
biochemical and mechanical properties of the envir-
onment. Actually, cells probe the stiffness of the
extracellular matrix (ECM) by adhering to the sur-
rounding ﬁbres and pulling on them. Thus, ECMmay
be critical formany cellular functions such as adhesion
[1], migration [2], differentiation [3] and polarization
[4]. Among the potential candidates responsible for
the cell mechanosensitivity, focal adhesion (FA) seems
to be the most plausible due to the existing correlation
between their surfaces and the exerted force inducing
an elastic strain [5–8]. It has been shown that the ion
calcium channels may be involved in the building up
of the cellular tension in response to a mechanical
signal [2, 9, 10]. Additionally, recent observations
[11, 12] as well as a mechanical model [13] have
suggested that the acto-myosin complexes can act as
global sensors of rigidity [14]. Huge efforts are
continuing to be made to understand such responses
and uncover the molecular details of these biomecha-
nical pathways [15]. However, the coupling between
local and global scales of the mechanical signalling
modules described above is far from being understood
[16]. The difﬁculty lies in the complexity of the
mechanosensitive feedback responses that occur at
various time and length scales. The most challenging
problem is to identify how all these signals are
integrated in order to induce a global response at the
cell scale.
From a physical point of view, it is still unclear
whether the mechanosensitivity is regulated by the
stresses generated by the cell or by strains undergone
by the ECM. Nevertheless, it is evident that
determining the mechanical principles at the basis of
the forces’ transmission between the cell and the ECM
would allow to us explain the behavioural divergences
during cellular activities within environments with
different stiffness.
1.1. Cell polarity and durotaxis
Cell polarity or polarization is the ability of a cell to
create and maintain an asymmetric distribution of
intrinsic subdomains with distinct chemical, physical
and mechanical properties. Cell polarity is relevant
during migration and induces a transition from a
symmetric and isotropic conﬁguration (i.e. acto-
myosin ﬁlaments radially oriented) to an asymmetric
and anisotropic conﬁguration (i.e. acto-myosin ﬁla-
ments oriented in the direction ofmigration).
Mechanical properties of the ECM and more spe-
ciﬁcally its rigidity may induce cell polarization [4, 17–
19]. This results in a phenomenon called durotaxis
which consists of the orientation of the acto-myosin
ﬁlaments along the stiffness gradient of the ECM or
along the stress ﬁelds generated by neighbour cells in
order to reduce the elastic energy [4, 20, 21]. In fact,
the acto-myosin ﬁlaments tend to adapt to the ECM
rigidity and to develop higher traction forces on stiffer
substrates [12, 22]. Such adaptation, coupled with the
FA sensitivity, might explain how the ECM stiffness
triggers cell polarization andmigration.
During the last few years, several analytical and
numerical works have been proposed in the literature
to investigate durotaxis during cellmigration [16, 23].
Moreo et al [24] proposed an extension of the
Hill’s model for skeletal muscle behaviour to investi-
gate cell mechanosensing, migration and prolifera-
tion. Their results allow us to predict the cell response
on elastic substrates and under different loading con-
ditions. Dokukina and Gracheva [25] developed a 2D
discrete model of a viscoelastic ﬁbroblast cell using a
Delaunay triangulation. At each node the balance of
the forces is calculated as the contribution of the fric-
tional force between the cell and the substrate, the pas-
sive viscoelastic force and the active force. The authors
have evaluated the cell behaviour over a substrate with
a rigidity step and their results are in agreement with
speciﬁc experimental observations. In fact, they found
that the cell (i) preferentiallymoves on stiffer substrate
and (ii) turns away from the soft substrate when it
approaches it as reported by [2].
In Harland et al [26] the cell is a collection of stress
ﬁbres undergoing contraction and the birth/death
process. The formation of new ﬁbres, whose rate
depends on the substrate stiffness, is stochastic and
centred at the cell centre of mass. The model shows
that cells for which the adhesions slide more slowly
and stress ﬁbres form readily on stiff substrates also
exhibit durotaxis. Stefanoni et al [27] employed Lan-
gevin equations to take into account the localmechan-
ical properties of the substrate underneath and analyze
two distinct conﬁgurations for an isotropic and a
biphasic substrate. Trichet et al [18] introduced a phe-
nomenological model based on active gel theory
showing that cells preferentially migrate over stiff sub-
strates and ﬁnd an optimal range of rigidity leading to
efﬁcient migration. Finally, in Allena and Aubry [28] a
2D mechanical model is proposed to simulate cell
migration over an heterogeneous substrate. The cell is
able to adopt two different strategies (i.e. ‘run-and-
tumble’ and ‘look-and-run’ strategies) to avoid the
soft regions inhibiting the adhesion.
1.2.Objective of the present work
In the present paper, we propose a 2D ﬁnite element
work to simulate single cell migration over substrate
with different rigidities. To do so, the model is based
on the following assumptions:
(1)To take into account the durotaxis phenomenon,
the underneath substrate is represented as a square
whichmay be homogenously soft or stiff or include
both types of regions. Additionally, a viscous force
which inhibits the cell progression is associated to
the soft domains;
(2)As in previous works [28, 29], the cell is modelled
as a continuum, with initial circular shape. It is able
to develop radial and cyclic active strains of
protrusion and contraction, which are assumed to
be regulated by the polymerization and depolymer-
ization processes of the actin ﬁlaments, respec-
tively. Such strains are synchronized with the
adhesion forces between the cell and the substrate
and exerted over the frontal and rear adhesion
surfaces in the direction ofmigration;
(3)The direction of migration is triggered by an
external attractive source [28];
(4)A generalized viscoelastic Maxwell model has been
used to describe the mechanical behaviour of the
cell and it includes a viscoelastic (i.e. the cyto-
plasm) and an anisotropic elastic (i.e. the actin
ﬁlaments) branch.
The main objective of the work is to highlight the
mechanical link between durotaxis and cell aniso-
tropy and polarity and the inﬂuence of one of these
aspect over the other two. The paper is organized as
follows. First, the geometrical description of both the
cell and the substrate is proposed. Second, the
mechanical framework, the constitutive model and
the active strain implementation are described.
Finally, the results are presented. The cell efﬁciency
has been evaluated in terms of covered distance,
migration speed andmechanical stresses and the out-
comes have been qualitatively compared to experi-
mental observations.
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2.Material andmethods
2.1. Stiff and soft substrate
The underneath substrate is represented by a square.
Both stiff (Ω )stiff and soft (Ω )soft regions are described
by two characteristic functions and two conﬁgurations
have been tested. First, both the stiff (hstiff,r) and the
soft (hsoft,r) regions are considered as rectangles
separated by a sharp frontier. Therefore, the domains
are deﬁned as
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where x is the horizontal coordinate of any particle
and x0 is a constant value.
Second, amapped substrate constituted by ﬁve cir-
cular stiff regions surrounded by a soft domain has
been obtained and the associated characteristic func-
tions read
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where y,x ,istiff, y istiff, and rstiff are respectively the
vertical coordinate of any particle and the spatial
coordinates of the centres and the radius of the circular
regions.
According to the substrate stiffness, a viscous force
fsubstrate applies and reads
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−
f
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where μsubstrate and v are the substrate friction
coefﬁcient and the cell velocity, respectively.
2.2. Cell geometry
We consider a cell with initial shape approximated by
a two-dimensional (2D) circle Ωcell of radius rcell
(ﬁgure 1). The cell is equipped with frontal (Ω )f and
rear (Ω )r adhesion regions, which allow the adhesion
between the cell and the substrate underneath [28, 30]
(ﬁgure 1(b), section A.1) and are developed in the
direction of migration d. Both regions are described
through two characteristic functions as follows
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with θ θ+=d cos ( )i sin ( )ix y the direction of
migration as function of the angle θ, lf and lr the
distances of ccell from the boundaries of Ω f and Ωr
respectively (ﬁgure 1), = −p x u the initial position
of any particle, where x and u are respectively the
actual position and the displacement.
2.3.Mechanics and constitutive behaviour of the cell
Let ρ be the cell density, a the acceleration, σ the
Cauchy stress, F the deformation gradient and J its
determinant, then conservation of momentum with
respect to the initial conﬁguration in the coordinates
system p is given by
σρ = + +−( )a Div F f fJ (5)p T adh substrate
where fadh indicates the viscous adhesion forces
between the cell and the substrate (section 2.3). Here,
all the body forces but the inertial effects are neglected.
In fact, it has been shown that they may play a
signiﬁcant role during the rapid protrusion phase
[31, 32]. Additionally, from a numerical point of view,
taking into account small accelerations improves the
convergence performances. The cell is constituted of
twomain phases: a solid (i.e. the actin ﬁlaments) and a
ﬂuid (i.e. the cytoplasm) phase. Then, the actin
ﬁlaments are considered rather elastic, while the
cytoplasm shows a viscoelastic behaviour. Addition-
ally, we assume that the polymerization of the actin
ﬁlaments, which occurs at the frontal edge of the cell
[33], is responsible of the cell protrusion, whereas
their depolymerization generates the contractile stress
at the rear of the cell [34]. Nevertheless, the polymer-
ization of the actin ﬁlaments only occurs when the cell
is able to adhere to the underneath substrate, whereas
in the absence of adhesion the cell pulses in place [28].
In the former case, the cell acquires an elongated shape
in the direction of migration d, which becomes the
principal axis of anisotropy. In the latter case instead,
the cell radially expands and contracts in an isotro-
picway.
Figure 1.Geometry of the cell with the frontal (red) and the
rear (green) adhesion regions.
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As in previous works [28, 30], we use a generalized
Maxwell model to describe the global mechanical
behaviour of the cell (ﬁgure 2). Consequently, the total
Cauchy’s stress σ is equal to
σ σ σ= + (6)s f
with σs and σ f the solid and theﬂuidCauchy’s stresses,
respectively. The transformation gradient F is the same
in the solid and theﬂuid branch, so that we canwrite
= + = =F D u I F F (7)p s f
with = ∑ ⊗=
∂
∂D u i ,
u
p m p m1
3
m
u the displacement and I
the identitymatrix [35, 36].
In the solid phase (i.e. the actin ﬁlaments),
σ σ=se sa with se and sa standing for solid elastic and
solid active respectively. Thus, we have
σ = F S F
J
1
(8)se
se
se se se
T
where Jse is the determinant of solid elastic deforma-
tion tensor Fse, Sse is the second Piola–Kirchoff solid
elastic stress tensor calculated in the global system of
coordinates, which is computed as an anisotropic
hyperelastic Saint-Venantmaterial as follows
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where R is the classical rotation matrix leading to
=p Rp,loc with ploc the initial position in the local
orthonormal system of coordinates θ α( )i i, . For the
sake of clarity, we provide here the expression of the
inverse of the local elastic tensor −Cloc
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with νθα and ναθ the Poisson ratios and θαG the shear
modulus of the cell in the local coordinates system.
The Youngmoduli θE and αE are deﬁned as follows
Ω
Ω
=
=
α θ
α θ
E E
E E
on
0.1 on (12)
soft
stiff
The Green–Lagrange solid elastic strain tensor Ese
is expressed as
= −( )E F F I1
2
(13)se se
T
se
where Fse is given by
= −F F F (14)se s sa1
with Fs and Fsa being respectively the total solid and
the solid active deformation tensors. Fse is triggered by
the interaction between the cell and the underneath
substrate, whereas Fsa describes the cyclic and active
pulsatile movement of the cell and is deﬁned in the
next section. Here, we have chosen the active strain
approach since it appears to be more robust from a
mathematical point of view than the active stress one
[37]. Additionally, its physiological relevance has
already been shown in several biological context
[28, 38–41].
In the ﬂuid phase (i.e. the cytoplasm), the defor-
mation gradient Ff is alsomultiplicatively decomposed
as
=F F F (15)f fe fv
Figure 2. Scheme of the generalizedMaxwellmodel used to describe the viscoelastic behaviour of the cell. The solid branch is
constituted by the active strains and the anisotropic elastic actinﬁlaments. The ﬂuid branch, the cytoplasm, is constituted by the elastic
organelles embedded in the viscous cytosol.
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where fe and fv stand for ﬂuid elastic and ﬂuid
viscoelastic respectively.
TheCauchy’s stress σ f reads
σ μ= D2 (16)f fv
with μ the viscosity of the cytoplasm and D f v, the
eulerian strain rate computed from the strain gradient
velocity as follows
= +− −D F F F F2 (17)fv fv fv fvT fvT1
2.4. Active strains and intra-synchronization
To describe the oscillating movement of the cell, some
assumptions have beenmade.
(1)The cell is able to develop radial active strains of
protrusion and contraction;
(2)As soon as the cell is able to adhere to the
underneath substrate, a lamellipodium is formed
at the leading edge and in the direction of migra-
tion d .
Therefore, the solid active deformation tensor Fsa
reads
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where ea0 is the amplitude of the active strain, t is time,
T is the migration period, ⊗ indicates the tensorial
product and ir is deﬁned as
φ φ= +i i icos ( ) sin ( ) (19)r x y
where φ = ( )arctg yx .
As numerically shown [28], in order to be able to
effectively migrate, the cell must adhere on the sub-
strate; otherwise, it would only deform in place. Thus,
an intra-synchronization is required which coordi-
nates the cyclic protrusion–contraction deformations
with the adhesion forces fadh (equation (5)) generated
between the cell frontal and rear adhesion surfaces and
the underneath substrate in the direction of migration
d.As in previous works [28, 30, 42, 43], such forces are
assumed to be viscous andmay be distinguished into a
frontal (fadh,f) and a rear (fadh,r) force as follows
μ Ω
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with ncell the outward normal to the cell boundary,
μadh the friction coefﬁcient and v the cell velocity. The
characteristic function hsync is the key ingredient of the
preceding equations since it couples the adhesion
forces with the active strains, which results in the
intra-synchronization mentioned above. Thus, we
observe two main phases during the migratory move-
ment of the cell: (i) the protrusion and the adhesion at
the rear edge, and (ii) the contraction and the adhesion
at the frontal edge.
3. Results and discussion
Simulations have been run using ComsolMultiphysics
3.5 a. At the initial time point, the cell has a circular
shape centred in ccell(0, 0) with radius rcell equal to
7.5 μm (ﬁgure 1). The cell Young modulus θE is equal
to 104 Pa [44], whereas αE runs from 10
3 Pa to 104 Pa
over stiff and soft substrates respectively. The Pois-
son’s ratios νθα and ναθ have been set to 0.3 and the
shear modulus θαG varies from 384 Pa to 3846 Pa
respectively over soft and stiff substrates. The cell
density ρ has been set to 1000 kg m−3 [45] and the
viscous friction coefﬁcient μadh is equal 10
8 Pa-s/m.
Finally, the intensity of the active strain ea0 and the
migration period T have been chosen equal to 0.2 and
60 s, respectively. The underneath substrate has a
square shape with dimensions 70 μm×70 μm and is
centred in (−15 μm, −15 μm). All the geometrical and
mechanical parameters of the model have been
reported in table 1.
3.1. Soft versus stiff substrates
For the ﬁrst set of simulations we want to analyze the
behaviour of the cell over homogeneous soft and stiff
substrates, respectively, in order to point out the main
differences between the two. Thus, we have set
μsubstrate = 3 × 10
9 Pa-s/m and an external attractant
source is introduced at θ = 0.The simulations cover a
period of 600 s. The main quantitative results have
been reported in table 2.
For the soft substrate, the cell is not able to adhere
and pulses on place by protruding and contracting
radially since =α θE E and an isotropic behaviour is
observed (equation (12)) (available at stacks.iop.org/
PB/12/026008/mmedia/movie 1). As the processes of
polymerization and depolymerization of the actin ﬁla-
ments are responsible for the polarization of the cell, it
is interesting to analyze the arrangement of the
streamlines of the principal stresses, which provide an
accurate picture of the load transfer inside the cell dur-
ing migration and of the ability of the cell to maintain
the necessary asymmetric distribution of the ﬁlaments
to move forward (available at stacks.iop.org/PB/12/
026008/mmedia/movie 1). In the speciﬁc case of a
homogeneous soft substrate, the streamlines are
radially oriented during both the protrusion
(ﬁgure 3(a)) and contraction (ﬁgure 3(b)) phases,
which reﬂects the absence of polarization leading to
the inefﬁcient pulsatile movement of the cell in place.
The same distribution may be observed for the actin
ﬁlaments in a rat embryonic ﬁbroblast (REF52), which
scarcely migrate over a soft substrate (ﬁgure 3(c)).
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From a quantitative point of view, the average stresses
developed inside the cell are equal to 0.03 μPa and
0.023 μPa respectively during protrusion and contrac-
tion. Thus, the cell only migrates over 2.7 μm
(ﬁgure 4(a)) and this is mostly due to the inertial and
viscous effects rather than to the active strain–adhe-
sion forces machinery. The average velocity of the cell
centre of inertia is equal to 0.011 μm s−1 and
0.007 μm s−1 during the protrusion and contraction
phases respectively (ﬁgure 4(c)).
For the stiff substrate, no additional viscous force
is applied and the cell is able to develop normal adhe-
sion forces. Furthermore, according to equation (12),
themechanical behaviour is anisotropic which leads to
an asymmetric strain in the direction of migration.
During the protrusion phase, the streamlines of the
principal stresses are still radially oriented, but more
elongated at the leading edge in the direction ofmigra-
tion (θ = 0) so that the cell is able to polarize and to
efﬁciently migrate (ﬁgure 3(d), available at stacks.iop.
org/PB/12/026008/mmedia/movie 2). A similar
arrangement is found for a REF52 migrating over a
stiff substrate. In this case the actin ﬁlaments are
oriented straight in the direction of migration, show-
ing a very sharp polarity (ﬁgure 3(f)). During the con-
traction phase, the stresses are rather mixed up, but it
is possible to observe a contraction at the rear edge,
which allows the cell to pull its body forward
(ﬁgure 3(e)). Then, the cell migrates over the substrate
for 38 μm (ﬁgure 4(b)) with an average speed of about
0.12 μm s−1 and 0.08 μm s−1 respectively during pro-
trusion and contraction (ﬁgure 4(d)) and generates
higher average stresses compared to the previous case
(0.08 μPa and 0.038 μPa during protrusion and con-
traction, respectively).
3.2. From stiff to soft substrate
For the second series of simulations we have consid-
ered a substrate made of both a stiff and a soft region.
Three simulations have been run as described in the
following.
First, we have kept attractive source at θ = 0
(available at stacks.iop.org/PB/12/026008/mmedia/
movie 3) and the boundary between the stiff and the
Table 1.Main geometrical andmechanical parameters of themodel.
Parameter Description Value Unit Reference
rcell Cell radius 7.5 μm [46, 47]
lf Distance cell centre—boundary of frontal adhesion
region
4 μm
lr Distance cell centre—boundary of rear adhesion
region
4 μm
Ωcell Initial cell area 176.6 μm2
Ω f Initial frontal adhesion region area 31 μm2
Ωr Initial rear adhesion region area 31 μm2
αE Cell Youngmodulus on soft substrate 10
3 (stiff) 104 (soft) Pa Deduced from
equation (2)
θE Cell Youngmodulus on stiff substrate 10
4 Pa [44]
νθα CytoplasmPoisson ratio 0.4
ναθ CytoplasmPoisson ratio 0.4
θαG Shearmodulus 384 (soft regions) 3846
(stiff regions)
ρ Cell density 1000 kg m−3 [45]
ea0 Amplitude of the active strain 0.8
T Migration period 60 s
μadh Cell friction coefﬁcient 10
8 Pa-s/m
Substrate dimensions 70 μm
μsubstrate Substrate friction coefﬁcient 3 × 10
9 Pa-s/m
x0 Horizontal coordinate deﬁning the boundary
between the stiff and the soft substrate
20 μm
xstiff,1 x-coordinate of the centre for circular region 1 40 μm
xstiff,2 x-coordinate of the centre for circular region 2 20 μm
xstiff,3 x-coordinate of the centre for circular region 3 40 μm
xstiff,4 x-coordinate of the centre for circular region 4 0 μm
xstiff,5 x-coordinate of the centre for circular region 5 0 μm
ystiff,1 y-coordinate of the centre for circular region 1 0 μm
ystiff,2 y-coordinate of the centre for circular region 2 25 μm
ystiff,3 y-coordinate of the centre for circular region 3 50 μm
ystiff,4 y-coordinate of the centre for circular region 4 50 μm
ystiff,5 y-coordinate of the centre for circular region 5 0 μm
rstiff Radius of the stiff circular regions 10 μm
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Table 2.Quantitative results for the numerical simulations.
Time inter-
val (s)
Direction of attractive
source (°) Displacement (μm)
Protrusion average
speed (μm/s)
Contraction average
speed (μm/s)
Protrusion average
stress (μPa)
Contraction average
stress (μPa)
Homogenous soft substrate 600 0 2.7 0.011 0.007 0.03 0.023
Homogeneous stiff
substrate
600 0 38 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.038
Stiff to soft substrate 6000 0 33 0.11 (stiff) 0.07 (stiff) 0.05 (stiff) 0.028 (stiff)
0.01 (soft) 0.006 (soft) 0.02 (soft) 0.001 (soft)
Stiff to soft substrate 6000 45 42 0.11 (stiff) 0.08 (stiff) 0.078 (stiff) 0.039 (stiff)
0.01 (soft) 0.006 (soft) 0.035 (soft) 0.022 (soft)
Mapped Substrate 11000 45 54 0.01 (stiff) 0.07 (stiff) 0.08 (stiff) 0.04 (stiff)
0.01 (soft) 0.006 (soft) 0.03 (soft) 0.02 (soft)
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stiff region has been obtained via equation (1) for
which x0 has been ﬁxed equal to 20 μm. In this case,
the cell migrates over 33 μm during 6000 s
(ﬁgure 5(a)), but a plateau is observed as soon as the
cell comes into contact with the soft substrate. In fact,
the average speed of the cell centre of migration
switches from a value of around 0.08 μm s−1 to
0.008 μm s−1 around t= 245 s (ﬁgure 5(d)). In avail-
able at stacks.iop.org/PB/12/026008/mmedia/movie
3, it is possible to notice such a slowing down which
also coincides with a reorganization of the principal
stresses. In fact, over the stiff substrate, the streamlines
of the principal stresses are radially oriented but elon-
gated in the direction of migration leading to the
polarization of the cell in the direction of migration,
whereas over the soft substrate they are isotropically
and radially arranged. Then, the cell efﬁciently moves
over the stiff substrate since it is able to synchronize
the active strains of protrusion and contraction with
the adhesion forces, while it mainly pulses on place
over the soft substrate.
Second, the boundary between the stiff and the
soft substrates has been kept the same, but the external
source has been ﬁxed at θ= 45° (available at stacks.iop.
org/PB/12/026008/mmedia/movie 4). Here, the cell
covers a total distance of 42 μm over 6000 s and once
again it is possible to notice both a plateau for the total
displacement (ﬁgure 5(b)) and a change in the migra-
tion velocity as the cell reaches the soft substrate
(t = 375 s) (ﬁgure 5(e)). In fact, the average speed
decreases from 0.12 μm s−1 to 0.006 μm s−1. One
might wonder why the cell does not avoid contact with
the soft substrate and look for an alternative path to
reach the external source at 45° as it has been observed,
for instance, in [2] where the cell moves along the
boundary instead of crossing from the stiff to the soft
substrate. Actually, in the present model the direction
of migration is ﬁxed and the cell does not have any
notion of rotation as we proposed in [28] where it was
able to detect an obstacle and change its orientation to
circumvent it. Consequently, a change in direction
may only occur if the balance of the momentum pro-
duces a rotation. This is the case here where the rear
region of the cell is still on the stiff domain where the
adhesion is higher, whereas the frontal edge is already
on the soft domain. Thus, as the cell comes into con-
tact with the soft region, it starts to slip and rotate so
that the original direction of migration towards the
external signal at θ= 45° is not maintained, but it
becomes almost equal to 0°.
Figure 3. (a), (b)Displacement of the front of the cell over a soft (a) and a stiff (b) substrate. (c), (d) Velocity of the cell centre of inertia
over a soft (c) and a stiff (d) substrate.
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Third, the attractant is still place at θ= 45°, but this
time the substrate is made of circular stiff regions sur-
rounded by soft regions (equation (2)), which leads to
a mapped substrate (available at stacks.iop.org/PB/12/
026008/mmedia/movie 5). The cell covers 54 μm over
11 000 s and two plateaux are observed corresponding
Figure 4.Comparison between the numerical results and the experimental observations. (a), (b) Snapshot of the numerical simulation
for themigration over a soft substrate at t= 15 s (protrusion phase) and t= 45 s (contraction phase) (red = cell domain, black
lines = principal stresses). (c) Snapshot of the actin cytoskeleton of a rat embryonic ﬁbroblast (REF52)migrating over a soft substrate
(staining for actinﬁlaments). (d), (e) Snapshot of the numerical simulation for themigration over a stiff substrate at t= 15 s
(protrusion phase) and t=45 s (contraction phase) (red = cell domain, black lines = principal stresses). (f) Snapshot the actin
cytoskeleton of a rat embryonic ﬁbroblast (REF52)migrating over a stiff substrate (staining for actinﬁlaments).
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Figure 5. (a)–(c) Displacement of the front of the cell over a ‘stiff to soft’ substrate with direction ofmigration θ is equal to 0 (a) and to
45° (b) and over amapped substrate (c). (d)–(f) Average velocity of the cell centre of inertia over a ‘stiff to soft’ substrate with direction
ofmigration θ is equal to 0 (d) and to 45° (e) and over amapped substrate (f) (red dashed line: transit from stiff to soft substrate; green
dashed line: transit from soft to stiff substrate).
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to the passage of the cell over the soft regions (t= 120 s:
2190 s and t= 3775 s: 7500 s) (ﬁgure 5(c)). Similarly,
the average speed of the cell centre of inertia is highest
over the stiff regions (0.1 μm s−1) and lowest over the
soft ones (0.007 μm s−1) (ﬁgure 5(f)).
3.3. Inﬂuence of the substrate stiffness and
anisotropic Youngmodulus
For the last series of simulations, we have considered a
homogenous soft substrate with an external source
placed at θ = 0 andwe have let independently vary the
friction coefﬁcient of the substrate μsubstrate
(equation (3)) and the Young modulus αE
(equation (12)). Then, we have evaluated the total
displacement of the frontal edge of the cell over a ﬁrst
migration period (60 s) (ﬁgures 6(a) and (b)). On one
hand, as μsubstrate decreases, the displacement increases
since the cell is less inhibited by the additional viscous
force exerted by the underneath substrate (ﬁgure 6
(a)). For a value of 3 × 105 Pa-s/m (light blue line in
ﬁgure 6(a)), the cell covers approximately 3 μmduring
the ﬁrst protrusion phase (from 0 to 15 s), which is
close to the value found for the migration over a
homogeneous stiff region of about 4 μm (see
section 3.1). On the other hand, as αE increases, the
total displacement increases too (ﬁgure 6(b)). In fact,
the higher αE , the less the cell shows an anisotropic
behaviour, which leads to a larger elongation in the
direction of the attractant source θ = 0. We found a
minimal value of 1 μm for =αE 500 Pa (red line in
ﬁgure 6(b)) and a maximal value of 2.7 μm for
=αE 8000 Pa (light blue line inﬁgure 6(b)).
4. Conclusions
We have proposed a 2D ﬁnite element model of cell
migration over ﬂat substrates including three main
aspects of the process that are (i) durotaxis, (ii) cell
polarity and (iii) cell anisotropy. The cell has been
modelled as a continuum and a generalized Maxwell
model with anisotropic elastic branch has been
employed to describe the viscoelastic behaviour of the
system. The cell is able to synchronize the active strains
of protrusion and contractionwith the adhesion forces
with the underneath substrate, which is represented as
a 2D square and may include both stiff and soft
regions. The latter trigger a further viscous force
inhibiting the cell progression. First, we have analyzed
the cell behaviour over homogenous stiff and soft
regions and we have observed a clear difference in
terms of efﬁciency. In fact, over the soft substrate the
cell is not able to adhere and is almost stuck in place,
whereas over the stiff region it is able to normally
migrate. The numerical results have also been qualita-
tively compared to speciﬁc experimental images.
Second, we have tested three different conﬁgurations:
(i) a stiff-to-soft region with sharp boundary and
external source placed at 0°, (ii) a stiff-to-soft region
with sharp boundary and attractive source placed at
45° and (iii) circular stiff regions surrounded by a soft
matrix and external source placed at 45°. We have
quantitatively evaluated the total cover distance, the
migration velocity, and the average stress inside the
cell. Finally, we have investigated the inﬂuence of both
the substrate stiffness and the anisotropic Young
modulus on the cell efﬁciency.
Figure 6. Inﬂuence of the friction coefﬁcient of the substrate μsubstrate (a) and of the Youngmodulus Eα (b) on the cell total
displacement.
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